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CHAPTER 1 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1 PROJECT BACKGROUND 

 

The technology on bicycle designing and developing process is growing up 

proportional to the new coming era. As knowledge becomes essential ingredients for a 

design success, there is much company that builds up to challenge in their technology. 

The book title `Bicycle Frame' written by Kossak and Joe is one of the early reference 

books on bicycle technology. As we know, bicycle is the transport that created to help 

people move faster to a place. But, as the early, bicycle is just use to move at the near 

place only. Nowadays, bicycle not just for help people to move but it become one of 

the famous sport game in the world. 

 

Who did not know the games that named as `Tour de France', `Tour de Italy', and 

in our country also 'Le Tour de Langkaw=i'. All of this game is the challenging for the 

best bicycle to win. But, what is the best bicycle mean? The best bicycle covers the 

design, support, promotion and the rider, From this element, the most important thing 

is the design of the bicycle. Why design important? We know that every vehicle have 

their own reason why it can be shape like that. All vehicles must have aerodynamic 

shape to make sure that the vehicle can travel smoothly and faster. For additional, 

electronic shifting system which was pioneered in Tour de France by American Greg 

Le Mond in the mid 1990's. 
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The most important thing about a racing bicycle is its weight and the 

aerodynamic efficiency of the rider's position. Drop handle bars and optional handle 

bars extension are combined with a raised seat in order to put the rider in a more 

aerodynamic posture. The front and back wheels must be close together to make sure 

that the bicycle can turn very quickly. This statement follows the Revisionist theory of 

bicycle sizing by Sheldon Brown. 

 

This project will cover about literature review, research, design and also analysis 

of a new racing bicycle frame. The new design should have improvement if compare to 

the current design in the market. 
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1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The designer should improve their design in order to build up a new model that 

can be more efficient and more perfect. There are too many design of racing bicycle in 

market today with different spec and material that they use. However each design has its 

own advantages and disadvantages. So that, the design that already in market should be 

improved. There are many factor that designer should consider to make sure that the new 

design become more perfect and effective. 

 

In this project it will combine the design that already in market and see the 

advantages of each design. The new design will create after consider factor that 

important such as material, weight, and aerodynamic shape. 

 

1.2.1 Current design 
 

Today, there are many designs that we can see in the intend or some others 

information source. Each design has own reason or advantages why it should be like that. 

We can see the different between the designs from its shape, material that use, weight 

and others. The most important thing in designing a racing bicycle is the weight and the 

aerodynamic efficiency of the rider's position. We know that when the bicycle travels in 

high velocity, the bicycle and riders will go through the air flow. So, this will be the 

factor that will slow down the speed of the bicycle. This should be the one that will be 

considering seriously in designing a racing bicycle. 
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